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**LEGENDA**

**Abbreviations**

- **adtree** .... shortcut for ‘adpositional tree’
- **adj** ........ generic adjective
- **adp** ....... generic adposition
- **dep** ........ dependent group
- **gc** ........ generic grammar character
- **gov** ........ governor group
- ?**the Lady** ..... example of doubtful expression (syntactically or semantically)
- *good here* ... example of ungrammatical expression (syntactically)
- with .......... example of expression canceled by a transformation
- **Abs** ......... absolutive case (morphosyntactically marked)
- **Acc** ......... accusative case (morphosyntactically marked)
- **Gen** ......... genitive case (morphosyntactically marked)
- **Dat** ......... dative case (morphosyntactically marked)
- **Erg** ......... ergative case (morphosyntactically marked)
- **Nom** ......... nominative case (morphosyntactically marked)
- **Opener** ...... semantic role, case or concept in a semantic frame (example)

**Symbols**

- ← ................. indicator of dependency
- → ................. indicator of government
- ↔ ................. underspecified indication government-dependency
- > ................. shortcut for transference
- ~→ ................. adpositional tree transformation
- △ ................. shortcut for a hidden adpositional tree
Letters

\[ \downarrow A \] assertive pragmatic character
A \[ \uparrow \hat{C} \] adjunctive grammar character
\[ \downarrow D \] commissive pragmatic character
D \[ \uparrow \hat{D} \] generic grammar character of the dependent
\[ \uparrow \hat{D} \] Declaration (pragmatic character)
\[ \uparrow \hat{D} \] directive pragmatic character
E \[ ] circumstantial grammar character
= \[ \hat{E} \] expressive pragmatic character
\[ \epsilon \] zero-marked adposition
F \[ \] adposition grammar character imposed by the adposition
G \[ \] generic grammar character of the governor
I \[ ] underspecified or generic verbant grammar character
i^v \[ \] verbant grammar character (\( v \) indicates valency, \( x \) saturation)
i^x \[ ] unaccusative verbant (always monovalent)
i \[ ] unergative verbant (always monovalent)
i^2 \[ ] bivalent verbant grammar character
i^3 \[ ] trivalent verbant grammar character
i^4 \[ ] tetravalent verbant grammar character
i^5 \[ ] pentavalent verbant grammar character
L \[ ] listener (type of actant)
\lambda \[ \] generic pragmatic character
O \[ \] stative grammar character (extra-valency or generic)
O_x \[ \] stative grammar character (\( x \) indicates the actant value)
O_1 \[ \] stative grammar character (first valency)
O_2 \[ \] stative grammar character (second valency)
O_3 \[ \] stative grammar character (third valency)
O_4 \[ \] stative grammar character (fourth valency)
O_x \[ \] stative grammar character (extra valency)
Q \[ \] extra in-valent actant in the construction (as \( O_x \))
R \[ \] receiver (a type of actant)
S \[ \] speaker (a type of actant)
W \[ \] fourth in-valent actant in the construction (as \( O_4 \))
X \[ \] first in-valent actant in the construction (as \( O_1 \))
\xrightarrow{X} \[ \] unaccusative actant (always for \( \hat{I} \))
\xrightarrow{X} \[ \] unergative actant (always for \( \hat{I} \))
Y \[ \] second in-valent actant in the construction (as \( O_2 \))
\xrightarrow{Y} \[ \] non-prominent second in-valent actant (in government)
\xrightarrow{Y} \[ \] prominent second in-valent actant (in dependency)
Z \[ \] third in-valent actant in the construction (as \( O_3 \))
Entries are ordered alphabetically; Greek letters are ordered according to their pronunciation, e.g., α is listed under L.

Some entries are marked with ▶: this sign indicates to see another entry, listed below. Some entries refer to other, related entries: these references are introduced by also and the entry they refer to.

Finally, entries are referred to as ▶ A ▶ B ▶ C, meaning that the referred entry is C which is listed under the entry A and the sub-entry B.

**A**

A ........................................ ▶
  ▶ grammar character ▶ A
ablaut .................................. 139–141,
  also ▶ grammar character ▶ change
accusative .......................... 7, 231,
  also ▶ unaccusative
subject .............................. 131
act, speech .......................... ▶
  ▶ speech act
actant .................................. 8, 23, 26
activating context .................. ▶
  ▶ context, activating
active .................................. ▶
  ▶ diathesis ▶ active
adjective ............................ 40,
  also ▶ adjunctive
attributive ........................... ▶
  ▶ attributive
predicative ........................... ▶
  ▶ predicative
adjunction .......................... 233
adjunctive .......................... 40
adposition .......................... 2, 6, 15, 16, 38
collocaational ....................... 69
morphemic .......................... 69
zero-marked .......................... 6, 16
adpositional category .............. ▶
  ▶ formal model ▶ grammar category ▶ adpositional
adpositional tree .................... ▶
  ▶ adtree
adtree .................................. 8–10, 15,
  also ▶ formal model ▶ adtree
correct .............................. 219
final ................................. 219
linear .................................. 215–217
advancement ....................... 26, 27, 33
allomorph ........................... ▶
  ▶ morpheme ▶ allomorph
ambiguity ............................ 9
arrow ................................. ▶
  ▶ category ▶ arrow
assertive ............................ ▶
  ▶ pragmatic character ▶ assertive
atom ................................. ▶
  ▶ formal model ▶ grammar category ▶ atom
attributive .......................... 55, 144
auxiliary verb ........................ ▶
  ▶ verb ▶ auxiliary
avalency .............................. 23

**B**

Balkan ............................... ▶
  ▶ sprachbund ▶ Balkan
Bantu ................................. ▶
sprachbund » Bantu
bivalency ......................... 23

C
c-equivalence .................... ►
  ► formal model » c-equivalence
calculus
lambda .......................... ►
  ► λ-calculus
λ .................................. ►
  ► λ-calculus
Lambek ............................ ►
  ► Lambek calculus
Cartesian closed category ...... ►
  ► category » Cartesian closed
categorial grammar ............ ►
  ► grammar » categorial
category ........................ 9–11, 40, 209
adpositional .................... ►
  ► formal model » grammar category » adpositional
arrow ............................ 10, 11
Cartesian closed ............... 12
codomain ........................ 10,
also ► formal model » construction » codomain
cosieve ......................... 182, 221
domain .......................... 10,
also ► formal model » construction » domain
functor ......................... 11, 218–220, 222
contravariant .................. 11
grammar ........................ ►
  ► formal model » grammar category
pure ............................. ►
  ► formal model » grammar category » pure
Grothendieck topology ........ 221–223
identity ........................ 10
linguistic ....................... ►
  ► formal model » category » linguistic

morphemic ........................ ►
  ► formal model » category » morphemic
presheaf .................... 11, 222
sheaf .......................... 222
sieve ......................... 182, 221
site ............................ 182, 222
topos ........................ 11, 182, 222, 223
causative ....................... 128–131
passive ....................... 128
CCG ............................ 12
change, grammar character .. ►
  ► grammar character » change
Chomsky normal form ........ ►
  ► formal model » Chomsky normal form
circumstantial .................. 40
CoCAL ......................... 156, 177–179, 181
codomain ...................... ►
  ► category » codomain
collocation .................... 11, 25, 68, 139,
also ► grammar character » change,
also ► lexeme » collocation
method ....................... 15, 22
minimal pair ................... 16, 22
Combinatory Categorial Grammar .. ►
  ► CCG
commissive ..................... ►
  ► pragmatic character » commissive
conjugate ..................... ►
  ► formal model » construction » conjugate
conjugate equivalence ........ ►
  ► formal model » c-equivalence
conjunction .................... 115
construction ................ 3–5, 8, 10, 16, 25, 133, 146–148,
also ► formal model » construction
-able ......................... 107–111
active ....................... 71, 151,
also ▶ construction ▶ passive
auxiliary ...................... 76–78, 91
construction system ........ 25
-ere .......................... 90
esse .......................... 77, 78, 89
genitive ..................... 88
grammar ................. ▶
  ▶ formal model ▶ construction
habere ...................... 91, 93, 96
imperative ................. 78, 83, 84
incredulity .................. 129
infinitive ................... ▶
  ▶ verb ▶ infinitive
-ing ........................ ▶
  ▶ verb ▶ gerund
linguistic ................... ▶
  ▶ construction
noun-plus-noun ............ ▶
  ▶ noun-plus-noun
passive ..................... 71, 73, 80, 83, 84, 151
pseudo-reflective .......... 115
reduced ..................... 27
resultative ................... 113–115
saturation ................... 24, 71
valency .................... ▶
  ▶ valency
construction system ....... ▶
  ▶ construction ▶ construction
system
Constructive conversational analysis ▶
  ▶ CoCAL
constructive dictionary ..... ▶
  ▶ dictionary ▶ constructive
constructive mathematics ... 2, 16
content ..................... 230
text, activating .................. 172
context-free grammar ....... ▶
  ▶ formal model ▶ grammar ▶
context-free
context-free language ....... ▶
  ▶ formal model ▶ language ▶
context-free
correct adtree .............. ▶
  ▶ adtree ▶ correct
correlative .................. 90, 92, 96, 102, 111, 113,
  115–125
adjunctive ................... 120
answer ........................ 125
circumstantial ............... 121
stative ...................... 123
cosieve ..................... ▶
  ▶ category ▶ cosieve

D
database .................... 146–151,
  also ▶ dictionary ▶ constructive
declaration ................... ▶
  ▶ pragmatic character ▶ declaration
declarative symbol .......... ▶
  ▶ symbol ▶ declarative
deixis ....................... 89
dependency .................. 19, 21–22
adjunctive-stative .......... 42
circumstantial-adjunctive ... 42
circumstantial-verbant ... 42
stative-verbant ............ 42
dependent ................... 15, 16, 18,
  also ▶ formal model ▶ construction ▶ dependent
derivation .................... 139–140,
  also ▶ grammar character ▶
  change
derivation rule ................ ▶
  ▶ formal model ▶ production
diathesis
  active ....................... 71,
  also ▶ construction ▶ active
passive ..................... 71,
  also ▶ construction ▶ passive
dictionary ............... 75, 133, 142–151
constructive ............. 73, 80, 149–151,
  also ▶ database
mathematical ............. 145–149
traditional .................. 143–145
direction of fit ............ 161–163
mind-&-world ..................... 162
mind-to-world ................... 162
presupposed .................... 162
world-to-mind .................. 162
directive ....................... ►  
  ▶ pragmatic character ▶ directive
domain ........................... ►  
  ▶ category ▶ domain
Dynamic Syntax .................. 13

E
E .................................. ►  
  ▶ grammar character ▶ E
epsilon ............................ ►  
  ▶ adposition ▶ zero-marked
ε .................................. ►  
  ▶ adposition ▶ zero-marked
e-transformation ............... ►  
  ▶ transformation ▶ epsilon
equivalence ...................... ►  
  ▶ formal model ▶ c-equivalence
ergative .......................... ►  
  ▶ unergative
ergativity ........................ 7,
  also ▶ ergative,
  also ▶ unergative
examples
American English ............. 91, 197
Brazilian Portuguese ....... 32, 187
British English ............... 91, 197
Catalan .......................... 119, 127
Choctaw .......................... 49, 189
Dutch ............................ 119
English .......................... 9, 20, 21,
  24–26, 31, 32, 43, 46, 49, 51–53,
  58–60, 63, 71, 73–75, 77, 80, 83,
  84, 87–91, 93, 98–100, 102, 113,
  115, 116, 119–121, 123, 125, 127,
  129, 131, 137, 139–142, 157, 158,
  164–166, 168–170, 172–175, 177,
  185–199, 201–208,
  also ▶ examples ▶ American
  English,

also ▶ examples ▶ British En-
glish
French .................... 63, 111, 112, 115, 119, 193,
  200–202
German .......................... 33, 119, 127, 128, 137, 187, 204
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  also ▶ examples ▶ Brazilian Por-
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expressive ..................... ►  
  ▶ pragmatic character ▶ expres-
sive

F
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  illocutionary 155, 156, 159, 160, 163,
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